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a b s t r a c t

This study applies the theoretical findings of circularly-symmetric complex normal ratio
distribution Yan and Ren (2016) [1,2] to transmissibility-based modal analysis from a sta-
tistical viewpoint. A probabilistic model of transmissibility function in the vicinity of the
resonant frequency is formulated in modal domain, while some insightful comments are
offered. It theoretically reveals that the statistics of transmissibility function around the
resonant frequency is solely dependent on ‘noise-to-signal’ ratio and mode shapes. As a
sequel to the development of the probabilistic model of transmissibility function in modal
domain, this study poses the process of modal identification in the context of Bayesian
framework by borrowing a novel paradigm. Implementation issues unique to the proposed
approach are resolved by Lagrange multiplier approach. Also, this study explores the pos-
sibility of applying Bayesian analysis in distinguishing harmonic components and struc-
tural ones. The approaches are verified through simulated data and experimentally
testing data. The uncertainty behavior due to variation of different factors is also discussed
in detail.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Structural health monitoring (SHM) has been an emerging field due to its ability of assessing the health condition of a
structure [3–5]. Signal processing such as fast Fourier transform (FFT) is of fundamental importance in the context of
SHM. Transmissibility function, which is widely used to characterize the dynamics of a system as a mathematical represen-
tation of the output-to-output relationship in the frequency domain [6], has been regarded to be a good candidate for SHM
by different research groups [7–19].

As an alternative to the conventional output-only modal identification approaches in the frequency domain,
transmissibility-based operational modal analysis (TOMA) originally proposed by Devriendt and Guillaume [8,9] has aroused
considerable interest over the past few years. They revealed that transmissibility functions converge to an amplitude ratio of
vibration modes while approaching the system poles, indicating that modal parameters can be estimated by combining
transmissibility functions under different loading conditions. TOMA was compared with power spectrum-based modal anal-
ysis approach in [10] to illustrate its capacity of reducing the risk of wrongly identifying the modal parameters.
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TOMA appears very appealing amongst recently suggested methods in that it is insensitive to the excitation characteris-
tics. Following the work of [8,9], several new strategies on how to identify modal parameters from scalar transmissibility
functions have been proposed more recently [11–16]. The approach to identify modal parameters from scalar transmissibil-
ity functions was also generalized to transmissibility matrix (multivariate transmissibility) [17,18].

The theories of deterministic analysis using transmissibility measurements are relatively mature. In reality, the inherent
randomness of measurement and variability of environmental condition [19] inevitably introduce variability leading to mis-
interpreted identification results. Rare TOMA approaches aforementioned can provide a rigorous quantification of the uncer-
tainties of the modal parameters, which is important in modern SHM. In this regard, the issue of characterization of
uncertainty in TOMA is worth of further investigation.

This study will pose the process of transmissibility-based modal analysis in the context of Bayesian framework attributed
to its ability in resolving uncertainties in the context of probability logic [20–31]. Following the statistics of measurements in
the frequency or time domain, a number of methods [32–38] have been proposed. Given measured data and modeling
assumptions, these methods provide rigorous means for obtaining modal properties as well as their uncertainties. To address
the computational challenges of the conventional Bayesian FFT approach, a significant breakthrough contribution was made
recently [39–44]. As a new paradigm, fast Bayesian operational modal analysis appears appealing due to its rigorous deriva-
tion, high efficiency and easy-implemented features [39]. The ideas and techniques have been borrowed in different manners
[45,46].

It has been proved by the authors that raw transmissibility functions follow circularly-symmetric complex normal ratio
distribution [1,2]. As a sequel to the development, a probabilistic model connecting modal parameters and transmissibility
measurements in the vicinity of the resonant frequency is developed in this study. One can figure out that, when approach-
ing the stystem poles, the statistics of transmissibility function is dependent on ‘noise-to-signal’ ratio and mode shapes. On
the basis of the probability density function (PDF) of raw transmissibility function, the modal identification problem is for-
mulated as one minimizing a negative log-likelihood function (NLLF) as an objective function in the context of the novel fast
Bayesian operational modal analysis paradigm [39]. A Lagrange multiplier method is required to compute the most probable
values rapidly, while the covariance matrix is obtained by taking the inverse of Hessian matrix which can be derived ana-
lytically. Furthermore, this study investigates the possibility of using Bayesian analysis in distinguishing harmonic compo-
nents and structural components. Experimental studies are employed to verify the accuracy of the proposed method and the
variation of uncertainty with respect to different factors. The research paradigm has the potential to be further extended to
other applications such as model updating, damage detection and transfer path analysis, etc. by fitting a parametric model of
transmissibility function in the Bayesian framework.

2. Probabilistic model of raw scalar transmissibility function in modal domain

2.1. Scalar transmissibility function

Consider a linear system with nd dofs subjected to a stationary excitation, and assume that discrete acceleration
responses are available for no ð6 ndÞ measured dofs. The sampling time interval is assumed to be Dt and the time duration
is assumed to be Td. The Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of yðnÞ at frequency f k is defined as

Yk ¼ YR
k þ iYI

k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
2pN

r XN�1

n¼0

yðnÞ expð�i2pf knDtÞ ð1Þ

where n ¼ 1;2; � � � ;N, i2 ¼ �1, f k ¼ kDf , k ¼ 1;2; � � � ; IntðN=2Þ. For raw FFT coefficients without artificial averaging and
smoothing, the frequency resolution is equal to Df ¼ 1

Td
¼ 1

NDt. In (1), YR
k and YI

k denote the real and imaginary part of Yk,

respectively. The discrete estimator of the PSD matrix of yðnÞ is defined as

Syk ¼ YkY
�
k ð2Þ

where � denotes the conjugate transpose of a complex vector. In this work, all ‘ k’ shown in the bracket, in the subscript or in

the superscript denote frequency xk ¼ 2pf k.A scalar transmissibility function TðkÞ
i;o is defined as the ratio of an arbitrary

response Y ðkÞ
i to a reference response Y ðkÞ

o , i.e.

TðkÞ
i;o ¼ Y ðkÞ

i

Y ðkÞ
o

ð3Þ

For the special case with a single force FjðxkÞ applied at the j� th dof of a dynamic system, scalar transmissibility function
reduces to [8,9]

TðkÞ
i;o ¼ Y ðkÞ

i

Y ðkÞ
o

¼ Hi;jðxkÞFjðxkÞ
Ho;jðxkÞFjðxkÞ ¼

Hi;jðxkÞ
Ho;jðxkÞ ð4Þ
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